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Kitchen Sticky Shield™

HP Sticky Shield™ Kitchen edition takes the technology from the race 
track right into your kitchen! Capable of handling temperatures far higher 
than what and oven can create, this stick on heat shield can be used 
to stop heat radiating into your refrigerator, cabinets, or walls. In older 
homes or tight quarters. It is often necessary to have an oven or stove 
top right next to the refrigerator. In some restaurant kitchen, the stove 
actually sits above the cooler! Using the Sticky Shield to protect the 
refrigerator can help reduce power consumption and actually help keep 
your refrigerator cool! Sticky Shield™ is capable of reflecting over 90% of 
radiant heat – drastically improving the performance and efficiency of 
your refrigerator.

Another great feature of the Sticky Shield™ – it can be cleaned. Featuring 
a rugged aluminum layer the Sticky Shield™ is water, grease, and cleaning 
solution resistant. The real star of the show is our exclusive Kool Core™ 
technology. It is a dense fiberglass insulation that does not have the 
health hazards of polyester/fiberglass combinations.

For wall applications we do recommend it goes on painted or primed drywall only. We recommend 
using drywall screws for additional insurance. Sticky Shield™ can be stuck to any clean smooth 
surface. Included edging tape allows you to seal the edges or any seams where you might put two 
pieces of Sticky Shield™ together. 

FEATURES
zz     Reflects up to 905 of radiant heat
zz     Sticks on refrigerators, cabinets, and drywall
zz     Both for home and professional use
zz     Easily trims with heavy duty scissors
zz     Made in the USA

 For local dealer or online retailer visit: www.heatshieldproducts.com/buy
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PART NO. DESCRIPTION
H180201 Sticky Shield Kitchen Kit, 0.125 in thk x 23 in x 33 in


